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Figure 1: (a) The Augmented Environment (AE), (c) the Virtual Environment (VE), and (b) The Blended Space which combines
elements from VE and AE into one environment. Elements in the Blended Space remain rooted in their original environment,
which is indicated using colour: blue for the VE and yellow for the AE. We introduce three object transition techniques based on
blended space: Manual Blended Space - Button Transition, Manual Blended Space - Touch Transition, and Auto Blended Space.

ABSTRACT

Cross-Reality (CR) involves interaction between different modalities
and levels of immersion such as Virtual and Augmented Reality, as
we explore in this paper. Whereas previous work assumed similarity
between their respective Virtual and Augmented Environment (VE
and AE), we explore the case in which VE and AE are distinct. This
gives rise to novel and critical problems, such as how to visualise
and interact with the other environment. In this context we inves-
tigate the fundamental interaction of transitioning an object across
environments, to which we contribute five interaction techniques.
Two are inspired by literature: Virtual Magic Lens and Binary Tran-
sition; while the other three are entirely novel: Auto Blended Space,
Manual Blended Space - Button Transition and Manual Blended
Space - Touch Transition. In a study evaluating the first four tech-
niques, we found that participants (N=20) performed a CR object
manipulation and transition task significantly faster using our Auto
Blended Space technique. We then modified Manual Blended Space
- Button Transition into Manual Blended Space - Touch Transition
in response to these results, and reassessed the four techniques in
a more complex object manipulation task (N=16). We found that
this type of task was better suited to manual transition methods
rather than automatic methods. Taken together, our final contribu-
tion are five blended space design factors, and timely Cross-Reality
transition design guidelines.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Mixed / augmented
reality; Human-centered computing—Virtual reality
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, improvements in Virtual Reality (VR) technology
have made it widely available to consumers. Not only VR but also
see-through Augmented Reality (AR) devices have seen a similar
increase in commercial availability. This increased availability gives
rise to Cross-Reality (CR), which is described as ‘the transition
between or concurrent usage of multiple systems on the reality-
virtuality continuum’ [31]. The term CR thus captures crossing
between Physical Reality, AR and VR; of which we focus on the
latter two in this paper.

Previous CR research centres mostly around external users access-
ing immersive environments [15, 37], or replicating an environment
in a different reality. Systems involving VR and AR mainly focus on
Virtual Environments (VEs) and Augmented Environments (AEs)
replicating one another. For example, using VR to access a remote
AE [12, 24] through video and point cloud visualisations in VR,
or filtering a Virtual Environment (VE) to enable visualisation in
AR [7]. Conversely, we focus on a VE and AE where the goal is
not to replicate the other environment, but where environments are
distinct instead of replicated.

To highlight the importance of distinct environments, we present
the following four examples: museum curator, video game mod-
elling, furniture shopping, and a simplified office task. The first
museum curator example is also the scenario for our first user study.
A museum curator wants to augment an exhibit in their physical
environment with 3D models of artefacts and other information [40].
To do so, they can access a VE that shows the artefacts in a virtual
recreation of their context of use and select those they wish to tran-
sition to augment their present-day remnants for the benefit of the
visitors. Additionally, informative signs can also be transitioned
from AE to VE to provide artefacts with extra information in-situ.
The second example is that of a video game modeller, using AR for
modelling to still have access to real-world reference materials [29].
The modeller then wants to to transition the models to the VE of the
game to see how they look in their future context of use. The third
example is an AR user wishing to shop for new furniture [1, 33].
They could first explore the catalogue in a VE, where the furniture is



being showcased, and then transition a selection of their most-liked
items into AR to see how they fit in their own space. This second and
third example could also involve manipulation of objects within the
same environment, in addition to transitioning objects. Because of
this we introduce an additional fourth example, where users have to
perform a combination of transitions and intra-reality manipulations,
as the scenario for our second study. The fourth example involves
a stamping task, where a user is presented with three stamps in the
AE and three papers in the VE. Performing a stamping action, in
either the VE or AE, then requires them to transition one object but
manipulate the other without transitioning it.

Interaction between a distinct VE and AE introduces several
additional challenges, as it is no longer possible to see and interact
with all elements of the other environment. Users immersed in
these distinct environments will need to express agency on objects
that are currently not part of their native environment. As such,
‘transitioning’ virtual objects between realities represents one of
the main CR tasks. Due to the previous examples being mainly
AR-centric, as the core task such as 3D modelling or previewing
furniture takes place in AR, we chose to approach this problem from
the AR user’s perspective.

To this end, we introduce the concept of a ‘blended space’ and
compare it to traditional ‘step into’ and ‘reach into’ approaches.
Blended space is a single, combined space in which objects from
one dimension can be transitioned to the other. It allows users to see
both source and destination environment simultaneously, as with a
reach into approach, and in full, as with a step into approach. Based
on the blended space concept we introduce two techniques, the Auto
Blended Space (ABS) and the Manual Blended Space (MBS). In ABS,
objects transition automatically when they are manipulated in the
blended space which prioritises speed over agency. In MBS users
explicitly perform the transition, in the first study with the press of a
button (MBS-B), and in the second study by touching with their hand
(MBS-T), prioritising user control over speed. Due to the combined
visibility of both environments, we expect that the blended space
will allow users to perform CR manipulations faster.

We designed a user study (N=20) to evaluate our two blended
space techniques, ABS and MBS-B, along with the following two
techniques inspired by literature: Virtual Magic Lens (VML) and
Binary Transition (BT). Participants were required to match an ob-
ject’s location and rotation to a target in the other environment. We
found that the ABS technique was significantly faster compared to
the VML and BT techniques. Successively, we modified MBS-B
based on feedback from the first study into Manual Blended Space
- Touch Transition (MBS-T). The original techniques, with MBS-T
replacing MBS-B, were evaluated in a second study which centred
on a task involving both transitions and intra-reality manipulations.
In this second study (N=16), participants preferred VML and MBS-T
over BT and ABS. Based on the findings we propose five blended
space design factors, and a set of CR transition design guidelines.

Approaches for blending environments have been proposed for
VEs [30], for CR prototyping in VR [16], and for visualising a VE
in AR [7]. However, our contribution is novel in that (1) blended
space supports environments with different levels of virtuality, such
as VEs and AEs, (2) our implementation is focused on object rather
than user transitions, and (3) we evaluate it as such and compare to
other object transition methods.

2 RELATED WORK

We first give an overview of CR [31] work that involves users in
Virtual, Augmented and Physical Realities or systems that transition
between them. Then we discuss works which are the inspiration for
VML and BT techniques, as well as the works most closely related
to our concept of blended space.

2.1 Cross-Reality Interaction
VR users are unaware of their physical surroundings, hence incorpo-
rating the physical environment into the VR experience [20] helps
avoid conflicts and provides passive haptics [8, 11, 32]. Furthermore,
external users interrupting immersed VR users can cause breaks in
presence, which can be minimised through diegetic avatars [14] or
asynchronous interaction [9]. In order for external users to further
engage with Head-Mounted Display (HMD) users, they need to be
provided with more visual information, for example, through screens
or projections.

External users can use screens to interact with HMD users in
different ways: handheld [25], mounted on an HMD [18] or placed
in the environment [23]. ShareVR [17] combined multiple methods,
a large TV that showed the VR user’s perspective of the VE, a
small motion-tracked display that the external user could move
around to show the VE from different perspectives, and a floor
projection. The projection was implemented through two projectors
that covered the VR user’s walkable area. Projections have also
been used on transparent screens in front of the VR user [22], and
mounted to the HMD [39] to allow the projection to follow the
user. This area of research focuses on devices to allow interactions
without instrumenting external users, whereas we focus on both
users wearing an HMD where one is in VR and the other in AR.

The interaction between VR and AR users has not been researched
extensively. Grandi et al. [15] investigated collaboration between
a VR and tablet AR user. Participants performed a collaborative
docking task with blocks that were visible to both AR and VR
users. The visualisation was symmetric between participants, with
asymmetric input modalities: the VR user used motion controls and
the tablet AR user, a touch-screen interface.

Mini-Me [28] presents an adaptive avatar for collaboration be-
tween a remote VR and local AR user. In ObserVAR [37] see-
through AR is used for a teacher to visualise a group of students in a
VE. In SelectVisAR [7] see-through AR is used to visualise a VR
user and their VE to an AR user, selectively visualising parts of this
environment. These three examples focused on how to present a sin-
gle environment through different visual and interaction modalities.

In our work the VE and AE are distinct hence users need a transi-
tion technique. We will further discuss two applicable techniques:
lenses and user transitions. Through a lens, the user can view and in-
teract with the other environment, whereas user transitions transport
the user to the other environment entirely.

2.2 Lenses Between Virtual Environments
The original Magic Lens [2] presented the user with a transparent
overlay on a 2D monitor, through which they could click with a
cursor. This concept was later reprised in successive works. Spindler
et al. [34, 35] presented a handheld Magic Lens that the user could
move around to change their perspective. This version of the Magic
Lens is used in combination with a tabletop projection and has
multiple functions such as extension, filtering and manipulation.

ShareVR’s [17] motion-tracked display applies the idea of the
Magic Lens to VEs, allowing an external user to view and manipu-
late the VE from different perspectives. Garcia et al. [10] compared
a motion-tracked tablet with which the external user could view the
VE, and a virtual camera feed through which the VR user could view
the real environment, with the purpose of creating virtual represen-
tations of physical obstacles. Clergeaud et al. [6] present ‘doors’
and ‘windows’ as methods for previewing and travelling between
VE and AE. The door is fixed in the room, can be used to preview
the VE and allows a VR user to travel between environments. The
window is tangible and can be moved around by the user, allowing
them to reach in to grab objects from the other environment, similar
to our VML technique.

Previous implementations of the magic lens were tangible,
whereas we designed a Virtual Magic Lens (VML). Due to its virtual
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Figure 2: To enable transition of objects between VE and AE we created the following five techniques: (a) Binary Transition (BT), (b) Virtual
Magic Lens (VML), two version of Manual Blended Space: (c) Manual Blended Space - Button transition (MBS-B) and (d) Manual Blended
Space - Touch transition (MBS-T), and (e) Auto Blended Space (ABS).

nature, our VML technique allows users to pass their hand through it
from all sides, and reach into the other environment to manipulate
and transition objects by moving them in and out of the lens.

2.3 Transitioning Between Virtual Environments

We discuss related work on user transitions with the goal of identify-
ing techniques that can be extended to transition objects between VE
and AE. VR transition methods move the user either to a different
location within the same VE [26], or to a different environment [27].

Works by Bruder et al. and Steinicke et al. [5, 36] used portals
to enable user transitions between environments. Oberdörfer et
al. [27] explored three metaphors for transitioning between VEs:
Simulated Blink, Turn Around and Virtual-head Mounted Display.
Simulated Blink fades out the screen, changes the environment,
and then fades back in. Turn Around requires the user to turn
around, changing the environment behind their backs. Virtual-head
Mounted Display requires the user to put on a virtual HMD. Husung
and Langbehn [21] investigated six VE transition techniques: cut,
fade, dissolve, Portal, Orb, and Transformation. They found that
Portal and Orb techniques scored higher on presence, continuity and
preference, without falling behind on usability. They describe the
cut technique, which transitions the user between two frames, as the
fastest. As such we will use cut as a baseline user transition in the
form of our Binary Transition (BT).

The MagicBook [3] is a system that allows users to view a 3D
scene in AR, as part of a physical book. Users can then transition
themselves into the scene and explore it in VR. George et al. [13]
implemented transitions between the real environment and the VE
using video see-through AR. They present two techniques: Sky
Portal and Virtual Phone, which both provide a preview of the other
environment. Sky Portal presents a top-down view into the other
environment on the ceiling, pressing a button when gazing at the
Sky Portal would transition the user between environments. The
user was able to move around the Virtual Phone as a Lens into the
other environment. Double-tapping a button would move the user
between environments.

2.4 Blending Space

Previous work on blending spaces mainly centred around VEs, such
as OVRLap [30] which presents a technique in which multiple
locations in a VE are visualised simultaneously with lowered opacity.
The technique allows users to visualise the other location to which
they can transition and identify objects within it that they require
before making the transition. Users can then transition objects along
with them by holding the object while transitioning.

Smooth immersion by Valkov et al. [38] presents a gradual tran-
sition between Physical Environments (PE) and VE, which is done
by morphing from a replica of the PE to the VE. VRception [16]
presents a system to prototype CR applications within VR. It allows

for multiple users to develop and test a shared VE within which pro-
totype PEs, AEs, and VEs can be created. VRception implements a
slider that allows a user to transition between these environments.

‘Transitioning’ virtual objects between realities is a crucial task
in CR, for which we propose the novel concept of blended space as
a space that combines elements from both realities. We will evaluate
two versions of the blended space: ABS and MBS along with two
existing techniques applied to the CR context: VML and BT.

3 CROSS-REALITY TRANSITION TECHNIQUES & IMPLEMEN-
TATION

Four our first user study, we designed four techniques to transition
objects between VE and AE: Binary Transition (BT), Virtual Magic
Lens (VML), Manual Blended Space - Button Transition (MBS-B)
and Auto Blended Space (ABS).

3.1 Binary Transition (BT)
We designed BT as a baseline ‘step into’ approach, where the user
switches between being immersed in either the VE or AE. Inspired
by Husung and Langbehn’s [21] Cut technique, upon activation it
changes environments in between two frames. Similar to previous
work [30], we extended the user transition to objects held by the user
as well. This approach has the drawback of users losing awareness
of the environment after transitioning.

In order to initiate the transition we created a ‘user widget’
(Fig. 2a), which follows the user’s head movements to remain in
sight. The transition is initiated by pressing an ‘Augmented Reality’
or ‘Virtual Reality’ button on this widget. The button for the reality
in which the user is currently present is highlighted.

3.2 Virtual Magic Lens (VML)
VML is a baseline ‘reach into’ approach, and thus presents the user
with a window into the VE measuring 30 cm×30 cm (Fig. 3, Fig. 2b).
The size of the window is calculated so that it takes up about half
of the user’s field of view when they stretch out their arm, allowing
them to see both environments at once. With this approach users
maintain awareness of both environments at the cost of limiting VE
visibility to the size of the lens.

The VML follows the non-dominant hand, leaving the user’s
dominant hand for picking up objects. For instance, while the hand is
inside the VML, it can only pick up objects in the VE and conversely,
when it is outside the VML, only objects in the AE. Held objects can
be transitioned between realities by moving them in and out of the
VML, or vice versa.

3.3 Manual Blended Space - Button Transition (MBS-B)
We envision a blended space in which the user can access both envi-
ronments in full, as with BT, but also simultaneously, as with VML;
combining the benefits of both approaches. However, to combine



Figure 3: The VML technique allows the user to see both the VE and
AE simultaneously.

Figure 4: User in the blended space using the MBS-B technique,
about to press the ‘Virtual Reality’ button to transition the chalice
object to the VE. Left: the ‘user widget’ currently indicating that
blended space has been entered. Right: chalice with ‘object widget’
hovering above it, the yellow colour-code indicates that the chalice
is part of the AE.

both environments into one without overloading the user with visual
information, the VE is filtered. As a filter criteria, all interactive
objects and their supporting geometry were maintained [7]. This
filter was chosen because it enables visualisation of the VE in AR.
Though visualised simultaneously, objects in blended space remain
rooted in their respective environments. In order to distinguish these
we colour-coded the objects: AE in yellow and VE in blue (Fig. 1b).
To allow entering the blended space, we extended the user widget
created for BT with a third ‘Blended Reality’ button (Fig. 4, Fig. 2c).

To explicitly support changing the environment to which an ob-
ject belongs, MBS-B requires users to press buttons. These buttons
are implemented as an ‘object widget’, which hovers above each
object in blended space. This object widget (Fig. 4) contains two
buttons, one for AR and one for VR, each transitioning the object
to the corresponding reality upon being pressed. The button for the
environment to which the object currently belongs is highlighted.
We chose this approach because we deemed pressing a button (dis-
crete action) faster than using a slider (continuous action) to change
environments [16].

3.4 Auto Blended Space (ABS)
ABS is similar to MBS-B except that it operates under the assumption
that all manipulations performed in the blended space are intended
to also perform a transition. The object widget is thus omitted

(Fig. 2e), and transition is initiated automatically when an object is
picked up in blended space. Thus, when a user wishes to manipulate
an object from one location to another in blended space they will
also transition it simultaneously. Users can then further manipulate
the object without each subsequent pick up interaction triggering
additional transitions, as ABS was designed to only allow each object
to transition once after entering the blended space. Transitioning the
object back to its original environment requires the user to leave the
blended space, to AE or VE, and enter it again.

3.5 Implementation
We used Unreal Engine 4.26 for the implementation, together with
the Windows Mixed Reality Toolkit1 (MRTK) to provide hand inter-
action with objects and UI buttons. Objects could be manipulated
using the MRTK near interaction mode, which allows picking up
and releasing objects by opening and closing the hand.

As we chose to investigate the AR user’s perspective, we devel-
oped for the Microsoft HoloLens 2, which uses optical see-through
displays that allow users to view virtual content overlaid on top of
the real world. To enable it to show the VE, it was set to maximum
brightness in our artificially lit lab environment, and the VE ren-
dered to its entire display area (43° by 29° field-of-view). This setup
was sufficient to immerse participants, though to a lesser degree
than with conventional VR devices. The benefit to this approach
compared to using a VR HMD with video see-through capability is
that it allows the participants to see the real world unaltered, rather
than through a camera feed.

4 TRANSITIONS USER STUDY

Our first study focuses on the efficiency of the techniques (Sect. 3)
for performing transitions, for which we designed a user study where
participants had to transition six objects. Results indicate that, on
this task, participants were significantly faster when using ABS than
with BT and VML techniques.

4.1 Environments & Task
Both the VE (Fig. 1c) and AE (Fig. 1a) were designed to fit within
a 4 m× 4 m area. The VE represented a ruin in a forest in which
different artefacts were located. The AE contained ten museum
exhibit stands. Six stands were already exhibiting an artefact to
give the AE the appearance of a museum. Three were empty and
displayed a target in the shape of an artefact currently present in the
VE. The remaining tenth stand contained three signs, each showing
the name of an artefact. The corresponding artefacts could be found
in the VE, accompanied by a target in the shape of the sign to indicate
where it should be placed.

Participants performed an object manipulation task that consisted
of transitioning a total of six objects. They transitioned three arte-
facts from the VE to AE, and three signs from AE to VE to label
artefacts in the VE. These six artefacts were randomly selected from
a set of twelve, but located at six predetermined positions. Partic-
ipants were required to match the position and orientation of each
artefact and sign with that of a target (Fig. 5).

4.2 Experimental Setup & Design
We recruited 20 participants for the user study (9 female, 11 male).
They were aged between 21 and 58 (µ = 30.2, σ = 12.8). Overall,
they rated their experience with Mixed Reality as medium, on a
7-point scale (µ = 3.5, σ = 1.7). 19 participants were right-handed
and controlled the VML with their left hand, one was left-handed
and controlled it with their right. We used a within-subjects design,
conditions were counterbalanced using a balanced Latin square.

Participants first signed an informed consent form and filled in
a demographics questionnaire. Then we explained to them how to

1https://github.com/microsoft/MixedReality-UXTools-Unreal



Figure 5: A participant placing one of the artefacts correctly during
the transitions study. The artefact target is represented by a wire-
frame and changes colour from yellow to grey to indicate that the
correct object was placed.

use the HoloLens 2 and its hand tracking features. Before each trial,
we reminded them of their task and explained how to use the active
transition technique. They could then familiarise themselves with
the technique by practising on a tutorial setup with a single artefact
and a single sign, after which they moved on to the task. Four trials
were conducted, one for each technique.

4.3 Metrics
We chose to measure completion time as a measure of transition
efficiency, as opposed to placement accuracy. We expect an effect of
technique on completion time due to each technique being made up
of actions with different time requirements, such as button presses
and hand movement trajectories. We measured task completion time
with a timer that started when the participant picked up the first
object, and stopped when they correctly placed the final object. Each
object also had an individual timer that started when the object was
picked up and stopped when it was placed correctly.

After each trial, participants filled out the NASA-TLX question-
naire [19] and were also able to write any additional comments they
had. At the end of the study participants ranked the techniques from
best to worst based on their experience. We then interviewed them
about why they preferred the technique they ranked highest and
asked them to identify aspects of the techniques that they thought
made completing the task particularly (in)efficient.

5 TRANSITIONS RESULTS

We analysed the data collected during the transitions user study and
found that ABS was significantly faster, preferred by participants,
and resulted in a lower perceived workload. We then analysed the
interviews to gather qualitative feedback on how the participants
experienced the techniques. Unless otherwise stated, we used a
Friedman test because the assumption of normality was not met, as
resulting from a Shapiro-Wilk test.

5.1 Task completion times
Task completion times can be seen in Fig. 6. The application of a
Friedman test showed a significant difference between the techniques
(p < 0.01, χ2 = 13.1, f = 0.20). Participants using the ABS (µ =
116s, σ = 65s) performed the task the fastest, followed by MBS-B
(µ = 156s, σ = 76s), VML (µ = 171s, σ = 125s) and BT (µ =
177s, σ = 96s). A pairwise Wilcoxon test showed a significant
difference between ABS and VML (p < 0.05, f = 0.62), ABS and
BT (p < 0.05, f = 0.65), and a trend between ABS and MBS-B
(p = 0.08, f = 0.54).

In addition to task completion time, we also recorded how quickly
participants picked and placed individual objects by measuring the
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Figure 6: Task completion times for the transitions study.
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Figure 7: Raw NASA-TLX scores for the transitions study.
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Figure 8: User preference for the transitions study.

time between picking up the object and when it entered the target.
The Friedman test showed a significant difference between condi-
tions (p < 0.001, χ2 = 22.0, f = 0.37). The Wilcoxon signed rank
test showed that ABS (µ = 10.31s, σ = 12.21s) was significantly
faster than MBS-B (p < 0.001, f = 0.76, µ = 19.62s, σ = 21.43s)
and BT (p < 0.001, f = 0.83, µ = 19.69s, σ = 22.74s). With VML
(µ = 15.08s, σ = 24.80s) being between ABS and the other two
techniques.

5.2 NASA-TLX
Participants scored each of the dimensions of NASA-TLX [19].
These scores were averaged as ‘raw TLX’ scores between 0 and 100,
where a lower score indicates a lower perceived workload (Fig. 7).
ABS scored the lowest (µ = 20.42, σ = 15.13), followed by BT
(µ = 28.92, σ = 16.59), VML (µ = 30.58, σ = 18.79) and MBS-B
(µ = 31.17, σ = 20.16). A Friedman test revealed a significant
difference between the techniques (p < 0.01, χ2 = 14.10, f = 0.23).
Following a pairwise Wilcoxon test, ABS scored significantly lower
than VML (p < 0.05, f = 0.67), and MBS-B (p < 0.05, f = 0.63).

Further testing using pairwise Wilcoxon tests on the dimensions
of NASA-TLX revealed that VML scored significantly higher than
ABS on physical demand (ABS: µ = 18.5,σ = 15.0; VML: µ = 31.8,



σ = 22.7; p < 0.01, f = 0.72) and effort (ABS: µ = 18.7,σ = 19.2;
VML: µ = 36.2, σ = 25.7; p < 0.05, f = 0.67). MBS-B scored
significantly higher, compared to ABS, on mental demand (ABS:
µ = 20.5, σ = 20.0; MBS-B: µ = 40.2, σ = 27.6; p < 0.05, f =
0.70) and frustration (ABS: µ = 14.2, σ = 16.0; MBS-B: µ = 29.8,
σ = 23.5; p < 0.05, f = 0.67).

5.3 Preference & Interviews
Participants’ preference is shown in Fig. 8, a Friedman test revealed
significant differences between how users ranked the techniques (p<
0.05, χ2 = 10.14, f = 0.17). A pairwise Wilcoxon test showed that
ABS was preferred over VML (p < 0.01, f = 0.80), BT (p < 0.01,
f = 0.85) and MBS-B (p < 0.01, f = 0.87). VML was preferred
over MBS-B (p < 0.05, f = 0.63).

We interviewed participants on why they preferred certain tech-
niques and on what aspects of the techniques they found more effi-
cient for completing the task. Transcripts of these interviews were
then coded and analysed following a thematic analysis [4]. Multi-
ple mentions of the same code by the same participant were only
counted as one occurrence, all codes with at least three occurrences
are reported in the following summary.

Participants expressed a preference for ABS and found it easy to
use (7 participants), especially for the given task (3). They felt that,
when using the blended space in general, they did not need to switch
to the VE or AE (4) and that the blended space felt like only one
world (10), as noted by P10: ‘Because of the blended [space] you
sometimes forgot the difference between VR and AR.’ Participants
found that blended space gives them a better overview (4), as P5
noted ‘The blended [space] had the advantage that you could see
everything together.’

In contrast to the blended space feeling as one world, participants
using BT experienced the VE and AE as two clearly separated
worlds (5), noting that effort was needed to remember what the other
environment looked like (5), P1: ‘The binary transition wasn’t good
because I had to remember how the AR environment looked like
every time I switched back.’

Participants had mixed reactions to the VML technique, finding
it easy to switch with (3), but also inefficient (3) and clunky (3).
P12 summarises this by saying ‘Virtual Magic Lens I found handier
because then you can see both dimensions at the same time, so that
you can’t mistake [what is in which environment]. On the other
hand, it’s also more difficult to see everything, because you only see
the [VE] through a lens.’

6 MIXED MANIPULATIONS USER STUDY

The results of the previous transitions user study indicate that par-
ticipants using ABS were significantly faster than with BT or VML.
Though this shows blended space can be effective, its design as-
pects play a role in this effectiveness as MBS-B was preferred least.
Hence we perform a second study, which investigates a different
MBS transition method, and evaluates the previous techniques on a
more complicated task.

In this study, we chose a task that combines object transitions
with intra-reality manipulations. This task is representative of more
complicated tasks because, for example, when using ABS intra-
reality manipulations require participants to leave the blended space
to manipulate objects without transition. In such a scenario, we
expect MBS-B to be preferable over ABS, since it allows the user
to perform the intra-reality manipulations within the blended space.
However, since MBS-B was not received well by participants, we
redesigned it for a more intuitive transition of objects.

6.1 Manual Blended Space - Touch Transition (MBS-T)
The button press transition in MBS-B was not well received by
participants, who ranked it as their least favourite technique in the
transitions study. As such, we chose to explore bimanual interaction

Figure 9: The VE (top) and AE (bottom) for the mixed manipulations
study. Tables in both realities were located on opposite ends of the
physical space.

as an alternative, inspired by VML where users could control the lens
with their non-dominant hand. Blended Space - Touch Transition
(MBS-T) adds a small virtual sphere to the user’s offhand which they
can use to ‘touch’ an object to swap it between realities, performing
another swap on each subsequent touch (Fig. 1g).

6.2 Environments
The environments of the study can be seen in Fig. 9. The AE
contained a table with three stamps on it, numbered between one
and three. The VE represented a forest, in which there was a desk
area with two tables on which papers were placed. The papers were
labelled with letters ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’. The tables in the AE and those
in the VE were positioned on opposite ends of the physical space.

6.3 Experimental Setup & Design
For this study we recruited 16 participants (8 female, 8 male) who
were aged between 21 and 38 (µ = 26.75, σ = 4.57), 8 of which
also participated in the transitions study. Participants had medium
self-reported experience with mixed reality (µ = 4.00, σ = 1.71 on
a 7-point scale). All participants indicated to be right-handed, and
thus controlled the VML and MBS-T techniques with their left hand.

We used the same procedure (Sect. 4.2) and metrics (Sect. 4.3) as
in the transitions study. However, participants were presented with
a different AE and VE, and a different task to complete. Whereas
the task in the previous study solely involved manipulating objects
that also needed to be transitioned, participants now had to perform
a task designed to involve both transitioning objects as well as
manipulating objects within the same reality.

The task involved participants stamping three pieces of paper. In
each trial, participants received three instructions indicating which
paper (‘A’, ‘B’ or ‘C’) to stamp with which stamp (‘1’, ‘2’ or ‘3’)
and in which environment (Augmented Environment or Virtual En-
vironment). The instructions were presented as text that was visible
in both AE and VE, and varied between the trials, always requiring
two papers to be stamped in the AE and one in the VE.

Stamping in the AE required the participant to transition the paper
from the VE to the AE and place it on the table, then take the correct
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Figure 10: Task completion time for the mixed manipulations study.
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Figure 11: Raw NASA-TLX scores for the mixed manipulations
study.
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Figure 12: User preference for the mixed manipulations study.

stamp and touch the paper with it. Stamping in the VE required the
participant to transition the correct stamp to the VE, and touch the
corresponding paper in the VE with it. Each trial participants had
to transition a total of three objects (two papers and a stamp) to the
other environment, as well as perform two manipulations on objects
in the AE without performing a transition (two stamps). This task
was repeated four times, once with each technique.

We chose this task because it includes a transition of one object
(paper), followed immediately by an intra-reality manipulation of
another (stamp). As such it is representative of more complex tasks
in which a mix of both types of interaction is performed, for example
the video game modelling and furniture shopping use cases presented
in the introduction.

7 MIXED MANIPULATIONS RESULTS

Data of the mixed manipulations study were analysed. ABS re-
sulted in a higher reported workload, and was received poorly by
participants who found it easy to make mistakes with. Participants
preferred MBS-T and VML most for this task, which they experi-
enced as intuitive.

7.1 Task completion times
Task completion times can be found in Fig. 10. A Friedman test
did revealed significant differences between conditions (p < 0.05,
χ2 = 9.3, f = 0.19). Participants using MBS-T were the fastest
(µ = 68.93s, σ = 35.39s), followed by BT (µ = 76.86s, σ =
27.57s), VML (µ = 76.89s, σ = 53.42s) and ABS (µ = 114.81s,
σ = 72.61s). The pairwise Wilcoxon test did not reveal any sig-
nificant differences between conditions, with the lowest p-value
(p = 0.079, f = 0.61) between ABS and MBS-T.

7.2 NASA-TLX
Mean raw NASA-TLX scores were calculated (Fig. 11): BT (µ =
18.85, σ = 15.26), VML (µ = 19.27, σ = 16.09), MBS-T (µ =
20.73, σ = 14.93) and ABS (µ = 27.7, σ = 17.2). A Friedman
test revealed a significant difference between conditions (p < 0.01,
χ2 = 14.57, f = 0.30). A pairwise Wilcoxon test revealed that ABS
scored significantly higher than BT (p < 0.05, f = 0.77). Further
testing using a pairwise Wilcoxon test revealed that ABS (µ = 38.8,
σ = 27.4) scored significantly higher on mental demand than VML
(µ = 17.8, σ = 18.6; p < 0.01, f = 0.84) and BT (µ = 21.9, σ =
22.4; p < 0.01, f = 0.86).

7.3 Preference & Interviews
How participants ranked the techniques can be seen in Fig. 12. A
Friedman test did not reveal a significant difference between how
participants ranked the techniques (p = 0.14, χ2 = 5.48, f = 0.11).

Participants found ABS to be easier to make mistakes with (9
participants), and annoying (3). They found VML to be intuitive
(9), though some found it too small (4) and annoying to stretch out
their off-hand to aim (4). MBS-T was experienced as intuitive (6),
although participants had to recall that their off-hand was used for
switching (3). Participants liked seeing both realities at once with
the blended space techniques (5), and did not like that they were
separated with the BT technique (3). P1 summarised MBS-T as
follows: ‘I could [be in] one reality, and then move things between
both realities which felt very intuitive.’

Though participants expressed that ABS was more difficult to
learn and easier to make mistakes with, P10 was able to still use it
very efficiently and summarised their approach as follows: ‘I first
switched everything to the space in which it had to be, when the two
papers had to go to the other space I first moved those two papers,
and then switch to the space in which you had to stamp.’ P8 also
expressed ABS to have more potential once they got used to it: ‘I
think it is annoying but at the same time I think that if I get used to it
then it would be much easier than the other ones.’

8 DISCUSSION

Our first study focused on object transitions and compared Auto
Blended Space (ABS), Virtual Magic Lens (VML), Binary Transition
(BT) and Manual Blended Space - Button Transition (MBS-B). The
second study involved a more complex mixed manipulation task and
modified MBS-B by introducing the Manual Blended Space - Touch
Transition (MBS-T) technique.

8.1 Design Guidelines on Transition Techniques
Based on the findings, we summarise in which scenario each tech-
nique is most appropriate:

Binary Transition (BT) is least suitable for transitioning objects
because it requires the user to transition along with each object they
wish to transition, causing them to lose track of the other environ-
ment each time. Therefore, BT is more suitable when the user’s
task requires them to perform manipulations in different environ-
ments, while transitioning objects between environments occurs
infrequently.

Virtual Magic Lens (VML) is recommended for scenarios where
the user’s task requires them to remain present in their ‘native’



environment, while occasionally transitioning an object to or from a
different environment. The main disadvantage of the technique is
the limited view of the other environment, with the main advantage
being that users found VML intuitive and easy to learn.

Blended Space (MBS-B, MBS-T, ABS) shows a task-dependency
between its design variations. We recommend ABS for tasks consist-
ing mainly of transitions and few intra-reality manipulations, such
as the transitions task of the first study where ABS was significantly
faster. MBS is more versatile and can be used for efficient transitions
of objects in tasks with a mixture of transitions and manipulations.
However, the transition method (MBS-B or MBS-T) was found to
influence the efficiency of MBS and requires further investigation.

8.2 Future Design of Blended Spaces

We introduced the concept of blended spaces as an object transi-
tion technique and evaluated the following three implementations:
ABS, MBS-B, and MBS-T. Participants perceived seeing both AE and
VE at the same time as an advantage over seeing them separately.
We identify the following five blended space design factors: tran-
sition method, reality distinction, environment filter, environment
foundation, and scalability.

In this paper we investigated the first factor, transition method
(ABS, MBS-B or MBS-T), which was found to be task-dependant.
For a task that only consisted of transitions, automatic was preferred,
while a task with a mix of transitions and intra-reality manipulations
benefited from a manual transition. Further exploration of auto-
matic transition criteria will improve ABS for mixed manipulation
scenarios. For example, making an object manipulated in blended
space adopt the reality of others in its vicinity. With MBS-B and
MBS-T we explored manual transition methods implemented using
hand tracking, another approach is using motion controllers to allow
initiating the transition with physical buttons or joysticks.

As a reality distinction method we implemented a yellow-blue
colour coding to distinguish AE and VE. While effective, we recog-
nise that changing the colour of objects could also interfere with
tasks where colour is of importance (e.g. transition only the yel-
low flowers). As such, future blended spaces should consider other
methods for distinguishing between realities. For example, showing
an icon next to each object, or overlaying objects with visual pat-
terns. Asymmetry could also be introduced, visualising AE objects
normally but altering VE object appearance, such as with lowered
opacity or monochrome rendering.

We used a static environment filter on the VE, which selects only
the objects relevant for the task. With blended space we improve
on related work [7], by also blending environments in addition to
filtering. Furthermore, we envision this filter to be made dynamic in
the following three ways: task, environment, and user driven. Firstly,
when users are performing a task with predetermined stages, the
task can select which objects are of interest in each given stage (e.g.
the museum curator first fills a display case with small trinkets, and
then moves on to finding an large artefact for display on a pedestal).
Secondly, the environment can drive selection, for example based
on proximity of objects only the supporting geometry that is in use
can be selected (e.g. only show the tables with objects on them, not
the empty ones). Finally, users can have agency over the selection,
for example when the VR user has finished working with an artefact
they can select it for visualisation in the blended space, allowing the
AR user to transition it and continue the work.

In our study the foundation environment for the blended space
was the AE, which was combined with select objects from the VE.
Alternatively to basing the blended space in reality, as with the
AE, it could also be based in virtuality. Our approach of basing
it in the AE is appropriate when real world objects are involved,
such as placing virtual objects on physical tables. Additionally, the
foundation environment can be asymmetric between users, such as
AE for the AR user and VE for the VR user.

As a final factor, we wish to explore scalability of the blended
space techniques to more crowded environments. As possible solu-
tions to objects overlapping in blended space, we envision the use
of opacity to visualise overlapping objects [30], or a technique that
transposes the VE so that overlap with the AE is minimal in the
blended space by either moving the VE as a whole or by transposing
single objects.

We envision blended space to enable other interactions, in addi-
tion to object transition. For example, environments can be asyn-
chronous [9], with the user being in control of the passage of time in
the reality they are blending with. Or as another example, linking
objects together while they remain in different realities, such as
visualising an object in the VE onto a real physical screen.

8.3 Limitations

The task in this paper was limited to transitioning small, handheld ob-
jects. While this is the case, we expect blended spaces to generalise
to larger objects as well. For example, the MBS techniques allow
the user to transition an object without having to hold it; while VML
requires objects to be moved in or out of a much smaller window.

In this paper, we chose to evaluate the efficiency of the transition
techniques, from the perspective of the AR user. In future work, we
will implement our transition techniques for the VR user using video
see-through (VST) AR similar to the work of George et al. [13].
This enables us to further investigate the foundation environment as
described in the previous section.

Moreover, implementation of the techniques for VR users would
allow for an evaluation based on a collaborative task between VR
and AR users. We envision that the blended space will benefit this
collaboration as users can reference elements of both environments
simultaneously and then transition objects as required. We also
envision visualisation of the other user’s state to arise as a novel
requirement in this scenario, as users would need to know whether
the other is in the AE, VE or blended space. Hence, future studies
will investigate the different design factors of blended space on
collaborative tasks between VR and AR users.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed novel interaction techniques for transi-
tioning objects between distinct VEs and AEs. Two techniques
were inspired by literature: VML and BT. Three other techniques
were based on the novel ‘blended space’ concept: ABS, MBS-B and
MBS-T . These techniques were evaluated in two user studies, the
first study focused on transitioning objects, while the second study
presented the user with a task requiring a mixture of transitions and
intra-reality manipulations.

We found the BT technique to be the least appropriate for transi-
tioning objects, because it forces the user to transition themselves
as well, which causes them to lose track of the other environment.
VML is most suitable when the task requires transitions sporadically,
as participants found it intuitive and easy to learn. However, it only
provides them with a limited view of the VE which makes it harder
to navigate complex VEs. Blended spaces provide users with an
efficient method for performing CR manipulations, as demonstrated
by ABS in the transitions study. However, we also found that the
efficiency of the technique is task dependent.

Based on these findings we discussed five blended space design
factors and formulated a set of design guidelines for Cross-Reality
transitions between distinct Augmented and Virtual Environments.
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